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Abstract— Security of internet is becoming the latest  

important concerns along with extensive application of the 

Internet. All elements that compose security system over 

maliciously action can display the performance though 

accomplish harmony of security elements perfectly. Weakness 

of some a part causes fatal result to whole security system. 

Therefore, Security systems need elaborate design and mutual 

coordination in each elements. In this paper, we propose the 

method of one time password key generation of OTP . OTP is 

powerful  authentication factors, and it can create variable 

password key for one time using information . And we 

performed a simulation for proposed password key generation 

method. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Internet security is recently becoming an important 

issue with the increasingly wide range of Internet applications. 

Since the Internet is an open network, it is weak to various 

attacks such as system intrusion and tapping, etc. Transmitted 

information level is becoming more important especially as 

interactions that used to only be carried out offline, such as 

bank and commercial exchanges are now being carried out 

online in the form of Internet banking and electronic 

commercial exchanges, and damages due to such attacks will 

be greater. User authentication is a necessary security element 

in the open network environment, and the use of simple 

authentication information has large problems. There is the 

problem that it is easy for attackers to guess passwords 

because users select their ID and password as information that 

is easy to memorize, or use the same password for many Web 

sites, and since there is a high risk of being exposed to 

tapping, attackers with bad intent can use this to their 

advantage and act as a justified user. 

2.LITERATURE SURVEY 

A.EXISTING SYSTEM 

System of one time password in 1981 by using the one way 

hash chain based on mathematical algorithm.OTP generation 

algorithms make use of pseudo randomness  , which can be 

used to obtain a value but are hard to reverse and therefore 

hard for an attacker to obtain the records. 

 

  But after the set of old hash chain is exhausted and if finite 

series of passwords is required, then a new seed value needs to 

be chosen. This can be very easily hacked. 

 

B.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This   technique is used  to protect trespassers,   who 

intrudes on the privacy or property  of  another  without  

permission. This  also helps  to avoid  brute force and 

dictionary attacks. The most popular  form is text password 

which is   user authentication on websites due to its 

convenience and simplicity.  Users often select  weak  

passwords  and reuse the same passwords across different 

websites. Using  passwords on different unknown machine 

causes a domino effect.. Second,  typing passwords into un-

trusted computers suffers password thief threat.  There  are 

other technique to snatch passwords are  virus, malware, key 

loggers and phishing. 

     Fig.1.1 

  

             Using encryption algorithm and cryptographic keys 

and authentication procedures, system can check validity of 

password using a mobile phone where it will be sent.   

Normally used methods of generating OTP are security token, 

mathematical algorithms, text messaging, mobile phones, and 

proprietary tokens and other Web based methods. 
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   Fig 1.2 

 

These are a form of strong authentication, and used for 

effective protection to  corporate networks,online bank 

account and other systems which are having sensitive data.  

One Time Password  adds   protection and makes it extremely 

difficult  to access unauthorized information, networks or 

online accounts. 

 

 

   Fig 1.3 

 

3.MODULES 

1. Enrollment Phase 

2. Login phase 

3. SMS channel 

4. Server verification 

5. Accessing service 
 

1. Enrollment Phase 
This is the first phase of all applications which contains 

the user registration, login and administrator’s login. In the 

previous stages, an unknown user also can block the valid user 

account without knowing the password of the account holder 

by using password guessing attacks. This is one type of 

intruder. In the first phase it’s going to prevent from this  type 

of attack[4][5]. The aim of this phase is to allow a user and a 

server to negotiate with one use key to authenticate succeeding 

logins for this user.  

 

 

a. Registration Phase: 
The aim of this phase is to allow a user and a server to 

negotiate an encrypted key to authenticate succeeding logins 

for this user. At the time of registration the user should give 

unique and valid phone number along with their security 

question and answer. 

 

2. Login phase: 
After registration the use should login with their userid. 

This banking application does not need the password filed in 

the unknown system. After login phase the server process will 

begins. The server extracts the phone number and creates an 

encrypted password and send to the user mobile via SMS. The 

user begins by opening the message and performs the 

authentication process.  

 

 
    3.SMS Channel: 

SMS is a text-based communication service of 

telecommunication systems. The proposed scheme uses 

SMS channel to construct a secure user authentication 

mechanism against the key misuse and stealing attacks in 

the distributed networks. Due to several benefits of Short 

Message Service, the proposed system chose SMS channel 

because of its security and reliable benefits. Compared 

with TCP/IP network, the SMS network is a closed 

platform; hence, it increases the difficulty of internal 

attacks, e.g., tampering and manipulating attacks. 

Therefore, SMS is an out-of-band channel that protects the 

exchange of messages between users and servers.  

Unlike conventional authentication protocols, users 

securely transfer sensitive messages to cloud servers 

without relying on untrusted systems. This project resists 

password stealing attacks since it is based on SMS 

channels. This module helps to send and receive messages 

via GSM communication channel. 

 SMS channel module is the gateway for sending 

and receiving SMS. This enables the 

communication between client and server. This 

module performs communication setting in 

order to send and receive SMS.  

 All messages which are sent by the users will be 

stored in SIM memory and that will be 

extracted and stored in to the database. Every 

message will be stored in memory with a unique 

index.  
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    This module is an object of type GSM Communication 

which is required for sending and receiving messages. This 

module helps to set the Communication port, Baud rate 

and time out for the Communication  object of type GSM 

communication. 

4.Server verification: 

Server can decrypt and verify the authenticity of the login 

SMS and then obtain with the shared key. Server also 

compares the source of received SMS. Through a un trusted 

browser the system will get the session timings. The user uses 

their mobile phone to produce a one-time password, and 

deliver necessary information encrypted with to server via an 

SMS message. 

 

5.Accessing service: 

User enter the browser and Register to server then server 

through sms on long term password with encrypt to mobile 

then user receive the sms and send to server .then server verify 

both password ,if correct the password open the view all  

detail ,else if not match that password means you won’t allow 

the site inside. 

  STEPS:  

 Step1: The input message is broken up into chunks of 

512-bit blocks; the message is padded so that its length 

is divisible by 512. 

 Step2: The padding works as follows: first a single 

bit, 1, is appended to the end of the message. 

 Step3: This is followed by as many zeros as are 

required to bring the length of the message up to 64 

bits less than a multiple of 512.  

 Step4: The remaining bits are filled up with a 64-bit 

integer representing the length of the original message, 

in bits. 

 Step5: The MD5 algorithm uses 4 state variables, 

each of which is a 32 bit integer (an unsigned long on 

most systems). These variables are sliced and diced and 

are (eventually) the message digest.  

 The variables are initialized as follows: 

      A = 0x67452301 

B = 0xEFCDAB89  

C = 0x98BADCFE  

D = 0x10325476. 

 Step6:  Performs the above step using the stated 

variables A, B…D. the functions with the operators are 

described as  follows. 

F(A,B,C) = (A & B) | (~(A) & C)  

 G(A,B,C) = (A & C) | (B & ~(C))  

 H(A,B,C) = A ^ B ^ C  

I(A, B,C) = B ^ (A | ~(C))  

 Where &, |, ^, and ~ are the bit-wise AND, OR, XOR, 

and NOT operators . 

 Step7: These functions, using the state variables and 

the message as input, are used to transform the state 

variables from their initial state into what will become 

the message digest.  512 bits  is used to round 

performed for the message. 

                              The message digest is stored in the state 

variables (A, B, C, and D).  Hexadecimal form  are used to 

see the output of   hex values of each  state variables used 

for  least significant byte first. For example, if after the 

digest: A = 0x01234567; B = 0x89ABCDEF;  

Then the message digest would be:  

67452301EFCDAB890DD03713010151A5 (required hash 

value of the input value). 

 

 

 

4.Conclusion: 

 

 Authentication mechanisms provide the keystone for 

security of many distributed systems, especially for 

increasingly admired online applications. For decades, 

passwords and PINs were used for conventional authentication 

but now they are insufficient to protect online users and 

organizations from ever more sophisticated attacks. The 

design principle of passwordless authentication is to eliminate 

the negative influence of human factors  as much as possible. 

Through  passwordless authentication, each user only needs to 

remember a long-term password which has been used to 

protect. Users are free from typing any passwords into 

untrusted computers for login on all websites  
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